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Introduction

The concept of conditional access is a foundation of both Access Control and DRM systems. A
typical access condition defines a list of authorized users along with a set of access rights and
their conditions to a given resource. Access conditions associated with a given resource can be
predefined as simple as Access Control Lists, which define the access rights to the given
resource for the list of users or user groups (role based). Access conditions can also be defined
as lists of rules such as in Rule Based Access Control. Either access conditions are expressed as

an access control list, a set of rules defined in some language or data structure, the conventional

condition access as implemented by most systems is just an authorization process in which a

subject (e.g., a user or a system process) can only access to a protected resources after a certain
list of conditions have been verified.

This invention extends the concepts of our previous United States patents 5629980, 5634012, 5638443,
5715403 and 5715403 the specifications of which are incorporated by reference.

Summary of the invention

 
The invention in this proposal extends the conventional concept of prerequisite conditions for
access to cover the entire lifecycle. The invention proposes a system design that could be used

to verify and validate conditions either before or during usage of the protected resources. With the
new concept, conditions are associated with both the protected resource as well as the state of
the protected resource ~- not just associated with the resource as in the conventional concept of
prerequisite conditions. Attaching conditions to various states of the protected resource provide
content owners or service providers a flexible way to protect different type of resources such as
digital work (definition of digital work is defined in our previous patents), web services, entities,
software systems, etc. The system also proposes a flexible way to represent each condition as a
state so that the current status and history of each condition can be logged and later be used.
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Conditions

Our framework presents a new model for authorization that integrates both authorization and
protection for a wide range of resources. Like the conventional model, authorizing an
authenticated principle the rights to access to a protected resource is based on a list of
conditions. This type of conditions is called access condition or precondition. However, we extend
the concept of conditions to protecting the resource during the time it is being accessed as well
as the time the access has been committed. An example of use of this invention is the XrML
rights language but this invention is not limited to use with XrML.

Our concept of conditions is associated with the whole lifetime of the protected resource and can
be expressed by any data structures, rules or languages. To protect a resource, conditions can
be imposed on both tangible and intangible resources such as conditions on the principle who is
granted access and use the protected resource, conditions on the system from which the
resource is consumed, conditions on the time interval from which the protected document is
allowed to access, conditions on the geography (territory), conditions on the repository from
which the protected resource is reside, conditions on the fee that the user has to pay - either pre-
pay, per-use or meter, conditions on the approval notice that the principle who is granted the
rights to use the protected resource must obtain before using the protected resources, conditions
on the notification that must be notified before or after using the resource, or conditions on the
previous rights either related to the target protected resource or other resources. However our
concepts of conditions are not limited to those conditions mentioned above but can be applicable
to any resources. Resources defined in our concept of conditions can be tangible or intangible but
must be measurable. Examples of such resources are digital document, device, system, services,
time, fee or even permission or rights. No matter how condition is expressed - data structures,
rules or languages - the basic information contained in a condition must include at least the
following information: the resource — implicitly or explicitly - from which the condition is applied,
and a set of values associated with the conditions. Optional information in conditions may include
the method to obtain the condition value, and the server from which the condition value is
obtained. These optional information are conditions imposed on conditions that a certain method
must be used in order to verify a condition.

 
 

Current value of conditions can be represented by a data structure called state. State contains a
reference to the condition from which it is associated to, the current value of the condition, the
session id of the request and information needed to verify the value of the state such as method
used to obtain the value of the conditions, the source from which the value is obtained, etc...
Using state to represent condition has certain advantage that it will simplify the process of verify
conditions. The state for each of conditions is constructed and then is used to verify against the
associated condition. Each state contains all information needed by the verifier to verify the state
value if the verifier decides to challenge the value stored in the state.

 

The state of a condition can either be fixed or changed over time and a collection of the states of
conditions for a given rights/permission associated with an authenticated principle and a
protected resource called “system state” for the principal and resource. Using the “system state”
concept, condition for a given rights is defined as a set of required system states within which an
authenticated principle is allowed to access to the protected resource. Thus, after a principal is
authorized to access the resource, the system must be in one of these states; for convenience,
we call them authorized states.

Access authorization: Origin System State -> Authorized System State

Once the system is in an authorized state, the authenticated principle is now able to access to the
protected resource for an authorized operation. in many cases, it is not the authenticated
principle itself that actually access the protected resource; rather the access is delegated to
another authenticated principle (such as rendering application, service, etc.). While the protected
resource is being accessed and consumed, the set of preconditions for granting the initial access
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may no longer be applicable for authorizing the continuous access. Also, consuming the
protected resource may transform the resource into a set of temporary resources (derived
resources) from which the access conditions imposed on the original resources are also not
applicable. In order to protect the protected resource and its derived resources while they are
being accessed, our model introduces a new concept for authorization and protection, called
during-conditions or protection conditions.

Pre—Conditz‘ons

Duri g—Conditions

Post-Candi ions

Send: R

 
During-conditions are conditions that are transferred from the original resource to itself and any
set of derived resources while they are being accessed and consumed by an authenticated
principle. For example, if the protected resource is a document, which is displayed on the screen
during the authorized operation view, then the derived resources may include the memory that
contains the data from the document, the presentation format of the document, and the displayed
windows. Those derived resources will all be protected by the set of during-conditions. Another

example is that an application or user requests for a service and the requested service is a
protected resource. Once the request is authorized, the application that executes the service may
be considered as a derived resource and is subjected to the set of during-conditions while the
service is being executed. During-conditions continuously change the system state until the
derived resources are no longer used or the system state becomes unauthorized.

 
Once the requested operation is completed, either mandatory or voluntary, all the derived
resources protected by during-conditions are deleted and the system state is then transferred to
the final state by the set of post-conditions. State of conditions after the operation completed may
or may not be changed. Those conditions with unchanged state are called stateless conditions,
while others are called state conditions. Stateless conditions are usually pre-conditions used to
control the access to the protected document. Stale conditions are usually during-conditions or
post-conditions. They are used to control the lifetime of the protected resource. (For example, the
protected resource becomes invalid once the number of copies is reached).

With different type of conditions associated with different stages of the protected resource, our
framework does provide a complete mechanism to authorize the use of the protected resource
and to protect that resource while it is being used.

inactive Resource Active Resource (usage) Inactive/invalid Resource (expired

Pre—conditions During-conditions Post—conditions
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